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Appearances: December 6, 1986 ‘

LH: Larry Heller

GA: Gerald Armstrong

MF: Michael Flynn

JR: Jo Ann Richardson (Notary)

MS: Michael Sutter (Witness)

BEGINNING OF TAPE

This is fine, that covers everything and um, we're alright.

How many you got there?

Well I got the two affidavits for, then I got these here
which, um, we don't have to sign these on video tape - we
can do it if you like... -

It makes no difference to me.

It's all the same to me too...

OK. It's now 9:04, ah, pm on December 6 1986 and to my
left is Gerald Armstrong and next to his Michael J. Flynn.
Um, Mr. Armstrong, I understand Mr. Flynn is your attorney
here representing you today, is that correct?

Right.

OK. Ah, Mr. Armstrong I'm going to ask you to sign three
documents, ah, a mutual release of all claims and settlement
agreement, and two separate affidavits. Prior to doing so
however, I would like to ask you some questions with regard
to those documents, um-hum, excuse me, which I would like
you to answer freely and honestly if you would. Ah, first
of all have you had a chance to, ah, completely and
comprehensively review and read these documents?

Yeah.

OK. Have you had a chance to discuss these documents with
your attorney, Mr. Flynn?
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Has Mr. Flynn explained these documents as well the legal
and factual ramifications to you, legal and practical
ramifications to you to your satisfaction?

Uh, I think so, yes.

OK. Nell do you have any question of that whatsoever?

No, I have no current questions about it.

0K, very good. You are going to sign these of your own free
will? .

Yes. _

OR. You are not suffering from any duress or
coercion which is compelling you to sign these documents?

NO.

Alright, you are not presently under the influence of
alcohol or any medication, prescription or otherwise, which
would impede your ability to comprehend the um, legal and
factual intent of these documents?

No. -

Um, you may have noticed in reviewing the settlement ,
agreement that, ah, you are part of a what we have
generically described as a universal settlement, ah, what I
mean by that is and you probably know that independently as
well, as you're smiling. What I mean by that...

... no, just that, that's the same as a global settlement,
right?

It's the same thing. Exactly.

Got it.

I said generically described so far, universal, global, all
encompassing - whatever you like, but the intent of it is
that, um, you are one of many claimants uh, who uh, contend
that they have claims against the Church of Scientology as
well as related and unrelated entities and individuals.
Some of those claimants have litigation such as you do
pending against the Church of Scientology, some of them
don't.

Uh, as you also may or may not know, uh, one lump sum
payment is being made to Mr. Flynn. Um, Mr. Flynn is then
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going to be distributing from that lump sum certain sums to
some or all of these claimants... -

After I go to Rio.

After he goes to Rio, exactly. Neither I nor my clients
know what the nature or amount that that distribution is um,
and we don't want to know. Uh, what's important to us is
that you realize that it's a universal/global settlement:
that you realize that you are getting paid a certain amount
out of that settlement, if you in fact are, and I'm making
the assumption you are, but that, uh, and also that you tell
me while we're now on video tape that you are happy and
satisfied with the amount that Mr. Flynn has promised to
pay you.  

(phone rings and is answered)

Yes.

ok, now, other than any representations which Mr. Flynn has
made to you in order to uh, get you to sign this uh, have
any other representations been made by either myself or my
clients or anything else which has compelled you to sign
these documents?

Now, what I'm saying to you is there are obviously
representations in the documents...

COIIOCC .

Mr. Flynn has spoken with you - he has said you will get
this and that for the, uh, whether money or other
consideration for the signing of these documents...

Right.

OK, now I want to make sure that were there any other
representations made to you of anything you would get in
consideration for the signing of these documents.

Not in terms of what I would get: no.

0K. Along those same lines - As I said this is a
universal settlement - ah, accordingly, ah, it is possible
that some of the other parties may not settle for some
reason, and I want you to be aware of the fact that if in
fact one of those other, one or more of those other
parties do not settle, this settlement falls through.
You're aware of that?

OK.
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putting these in what is in effect an escrow account - these
documents and this video tape - an escrow, um, sort of
holding place, uh, so that all of these documents in the
video tape will be destroyed if the, uh, settlement does not
go through. And you're aware of all that? ...OK?

Um-hum.

0K, uh, with that then why don't we take a picture of the
mutual release of all claims and settlement agreement and
then I'll ask you to sign it.

~ ...zoom to document...

OK, now what I'm going to ask you to do is please is to
initial each of the bottom of each of these pages, I'll turn
the page for you and then you'll sign it, I think in two
different places if you would.

...GA initials the document...

0h you've got a signature there, Lar.

0h, I'm sorry...that's right...right up here.

...GA continues to initial and sign the document...

OK and if you'd date and sign there please.

...GA signs the document...

You didn't want to eat dinner with any of those people
anyway.

No, what did I want to go out to dinner for. Is that crazy?
0K, let's see, if you give it to Mr. Flynn, he'll sign it
... and you'll take two separate pictures of these Ted.

...zoom into document...

Little art work?

I think it...I think we have to, seeing as that's how the
checks are.

OK and I've just taken a picture of this affidavit and asked
that you initial at the bottom of the pages and then sign
once you get your pen back.

...GA signs document...

(Laughs)

it
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La OR, and here is the second affidavit...

A ...zoom into document...

LH 0K.

...GA signs document...

NF How do you do that so quickly? That's awesome

2131'?

LH Um... 0K, do you have any sort of identification on you so
we can give it to the notary?

GA Sure.

LH So she can notarize your documents.

GA We haven't met before, have we?

JR No.

LH Why don't I have you sign...

LH 'Uh, I don't think we need to take a picture of this, this is
the stipulated sealing order but you know what, all of these
are for Bruce Bunch's signature I think...

MF 0h, are they...

LH Because...

MP Should we get Bruce donw here at some point?

LH Well... _

MF Bruce is in trial I think...

GA Yeah, he is.

MF Yeah, whatever, we can get Bruce back down here. He's in
the middle of a trial...

LH I think I'd want either Bruce or Julia's signature on this.

HF Julia would probably be easier...

Hi I I

MF Cause Bruce is in the middle of a trial.

LH Well we can arrange for that, that shouldn't be a problem...
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yr Nell she's coming Monday to do hers...right?

F Ln Exactly, um, ok, I noticed by the way, in this stipulation
for return of sealed materials, it also has Mr. Armstrong's
signature and your signature on it so...Let's_take a picture
of that.

...zoom into document...

LH And have you had a chance to read this yet Mr. Armstrong?

GA Yeah. _

LH 0H...alright... would you date and sign that please.

GA I keep thinking it's '85.

LH It's a good way...certainly...not to confuse your
signature...

GA NO.

LH ...Because Mr. Armstrong is, um, putting a face on his
signature. . '

GA Makes it valuable.

LH Exactly-
. Ara"

MF It's awesome...as opposed to my ugly scrawl.

LH You probably have the same artistic talent that I have,
which is...

MF Mine is zero.

LH Zero to none. 0k, and I think that's it. Thank you Ted.
0h OK, or do you have any questions?

GA NO, DO

MF Those are orders...

LH These are orders which will be signed by the attorneys which
will relate to sealing the files so that no one can get into
them as well dismissing your actions. Those will be signed
when the entire settlement is finished, um, and then given
to the court for Judge Breckenridge's signature.

GA OK...

LH OKI
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gr Ne should put how many docs we got...

GA Do you need duplicate sets signed? 0r is that...

MF No, no there's only one...

LH No.

...counting documents...

MF l-2-3-4 here.

affidavits which is eight. "

LH 0K, and if you got a drivers license or...

GA Right here.

JR He gave it to me...

LH Already got it?

GA Yeah. . -

please.

LH So you had a good time today?

we had a nice plane ride up — nice plane ride back..

LH Well Michael's good company.

pleasant...

LH I've flown with him once or twice myself.

MF Yeah.

that is.

MF No, we didn't sleep, (laughs).

MF Witnesses, we need witnesses with some of these docs

LH Uh, no I think there was a one...that's right.

MF ...several are needed...

2813

0K, I've got two here which is six and then there's two

.You need to put your signature there and your address there

oh yeah, we had an excellent time, it was very pleasant and

Nice visit with ah...yeah, Mike's very good company... nice,

The trouble with me, he ususally sleeps. I'm not sure why
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...well, just, no only...

e HF ...just the release.

___-1_A-Q

only the ah, mutual release...did I see a witness signature
there? And there were... you know let's get Ted back - As a
matter of fact Ted, why don't you roll this again because
we're going to have witnesses sign. Thanks for reminding

Should Ted be a witness?

0h, you two were witnesses so far... OK, we're back on the
camera - 9:15 - and I neglected to get witnesses signatures
on the uh, mutual release of all claims and settlement
agreement so why don't I do that right now.

...Witnesses sign...

Just the one?

Okee-dokee, yup, and those are affidavits. will you stamp
them? Thanks Ted. Allright, so...we want to put up all
this down in the vault... -

This all goes together.

...and you've marked that stuff for Michael Hertzberg.

Yeah. All marked.

END 0F TAPE


